
Advance
Microsoldering
tool kit

Get the best out of rest



All you need for advance
microsoldering

DC power supply and cable set for
iPhone 
Multi Meter 
Ultrasonic cleaner
Hot air rework station 
Nano soldering iron 
Stereo microscope 
BGA Tool kit.

 

 PREMIUM PROFESSIONAL TOOLS



DC Bench Power
Supply Variable, 0-

60V / 0-5A
Adjustable
Switching
Regulated 



Available in the App Store and Google Play

QUICK 861DW HOT
AIR REWORK STATION
1000W

The 861 comes in 2 variants - the DE and

DW.The DE version has a 1200w heater

and 200L air flow, and the DW version has

a 1000w heater with 120L air

flow.Compared to the older DA model, the

DE and DW feature an updated handpiece

with a Quick Change nozzle.This allows for

quick and easy changing of the nozzle,

where the DA required a tool to remove

the nozzle.



JBC CD-2BQE GENERAL
PURPOSE SOLDERING
STATION

The CD-B Soldering Station comes with the lightest and ergonomic T245
Handpiece.It is compatible with a vast range of over 150 C245 cartridges with
options to suit any application.(Cartridges not included)The CD-B is a soldering
station with the JBC Advanced system for general electronic applications.It
provides the best soldering quality thanks to the JBC exclusive heating
system and the intelligent sleep & hibernation features that extend the life of
the tips by 5x.Using the menu you can personalize over 20 parameters to help
manage the soldering process.It features a USB connector to update software,
create graphs and manage parameters from a PC.



7X-45X Industry PCB Inspection
Zoom Power Stereo Microscope
56 LED Light Lamp

looking for a high-quality, durable and reliable optical system and operating
mechanism which provide a high-quality optical images? SZM series Stereo
Zoom Microscope adopts streamline integrated mechanical design. Easy to
operate, long working distance, clear resolved image, enclosure integrated. The
microscope is used extensively world medical research and health care, biology
and botany research, and agriculture, as well as in electronic component
manufacturing. This stereo microscope has a 56-LED ring light that offers super
wide field optics and 7X-45X zoom magnification power with a cool light
illumination system. It is an ideal instrument for industrial inspection and or
biological lab applications. Specially designed for PCB inspection, pressing
plating and electronic component inspection.



Stainless Steel
Ultrasonic Cleaner
for mobile phone

motherboard
cleaning / Liquid
damige repairs



BGA Tool kit
Micro Soldering
Accessories

1X FLUX PASTE
2X Professional tweezers
Professional blade set for IC repair
1x UV Paste
1x Soldering paste of IC rebolling 
1x Tip Cleaning paste
1x 99% alcohol 
PCB holder
Soldering wire

 



LCD DIGITAL MULTIMETER VOLTMETER
CURRENT VOLTAGE TESTER CIRCUIT

CHECKER BUZZER

DIGITAL
MULTIMETER



Price
£1499

12 Month
Warranty



Delivery time: 12-14 working days

QUICK TO SETUP


